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A B S T R A C T

For engine components under complex loadings, multiaxial fatigue life prediction is critical for
ensuring their structural integrity and reliability. Combining the critical plane method with the
virtual strain energy concept, a new multiaxial fatigue damage parameter is proposed to char-
acterize the influence of both shear/normal mean stress and non-proportional hardening on fa-
tigue life. Particularly, no extra material constants are needed for model application.
Experimental data of TC4 and GH4169 alloys under various loading paths are utilized to evaluate
and validate the proposed damage parameter as well as four other models. Results show that the
proposed damage parameter yields a higher accuracy on multiaxial fatigue life prediction than
others.

1. Introduction

The integrity of aero engine components in service are mainly threatened by multiaxial fatigue failure due to their various
multiaxial loading paths [1–6]. Accordingly, increasing attentions are being paid on developing valid approaches for multiaxial
fatigue analysis [7–14]. Among them, most multiaxial fatigue models were presented based on simple combinations of stresses or
strains [15,16]. Though a scalar parameter might provide a reasonable life prediction, it cannot explain well the experimental
phenomenon that cracks initiate and grow on a specific plane rather than a random one [17]. Based on this, the critical plane-based
methods have been introduced for practice, in which the critical plane is normally defined differently for different multiaxial fatigue
damage parameters.

In particular, various multiaxial fatigue models have been put forward through combining the critical plane-based method with
stress/strain-based parameters [17] as well as strain energy-based damage parameters, which combine the effects of loading histories
and both states of stress and strain. Among them, Garud [18] applied the plastic strain energy density for multiaxial fatigue analyses.
However, this plastic work is really small in a high cycle fatigue (HCF) regime and is difficult to measure or calculate for model
application with sufficient accuracy. According to this, Liu [19] developed two damage parameters on the planes with the maximum
amount of axial/shear work component to consider both tensile/shear failure modes, which contains elastic and plastic parts to
overcome the limitations of Garud's model, but the need of judging failure mode causes the inconvenience for model application.
Then, Chu [20] introduced a similar parameter to combine shear and normal works and replaced the stress range with the maximum
stress to account for the effect of mean stress, however, ignored the mean stress effect in the case of non-proportional loading with
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zero strain amplitude. Thus, a stable and effective multiaxial fatigue criterion is still lacking for engineering practice.
In this regard, through considering the virtual shear strain energy and the normal stress term, this work aims to present a new

critical plane-strain energy damage parameter for fatigue lifing of engine components. For the rest of this paper, a short review on
several commonly-used multiaxial fatigue damage parameters is briefly presented in Section 2. Section 3 defines the maximum
virtual shear strain-energy plane as the critical plane and develops a new multiaxial fatigue damage parameter. In Section 4, ex-
perimental data of TC4 and GH4169 alloys under different loading paths are utilized for model validation. Section 5 draws the
conclusions.

2. Existing damage parameters for multiaxial fatigue analysis

As aforementioned, various damage parameters have been presented for multiaxial fatigue analysis, including stress-based, strain-
based and strain energy-based ones. Particularly, several commonly-used ones are introduced as follows.

i) McDiarmid's criterion

McDiarmid [21] analyzed the same fatigue data used by Findley [22], but came to a slightly different model. He replaced Findley's
material parameter k with the quantity t

σ2
A B

uts

, to avoid the inconvenience of defining k and developed a stress-based criterion as.
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With regard to fatigue life prediction, Eq. (1) can be rewritten according to the Basquin's equation by
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where Δτmax is the maximum shear stress range, σn, max is the maximum normal stress on the same plane, tA, B is the fatigue strength
for Case A (acting on the free surface) or Case B (growing into the depth) cracking and σuts is the ultimate tensile strength. Eq. (2)
characterizes both A and B case cracking modes. Case A cracking propagates along the free surface, and Case B cracking results in
cracks that penetrate into the material. In the McDiarmid's damage parameter, the critical plane is defined by the plane with
maximum shear stress. However, most stress-based models, including models of Findley [22] and Dang Van [23], can only provide
acceptable life prediction results in the HCF regime due to the small plastic deformation.

ii) WB and FS criteria

On the basis of the research of Brown and Miller [24], Wang and Brown [25] introduced a maximum shear strain plane and
modified the normal strain on the same plane. Furthermore, they considered the mean stress effect on fatigue life and put forward a
strain-based criterion, namely the WB damage parameter, which can be expressed by
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where Δγmax is the maximum shear strain range, Δεn is the normal strain range on the plane experiencing the maximum shear strain,
σn, mean is the normal mean stress on the plane, E is the elastic modulus, ve and vp are the elastic and plastic Poisson's ratios, and S is an
additional material constant that accounts for the influence of normal strain on fatigue cracking.

Based on Eq. (3), Fatemi and Socie [26] replaced normal strain term with the normal stress, which leads to the FS damage
parameter as
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where σy is the cyclic yield strength [27], k is an additional material constant defined to reflect the effect of normal stress on crack
growth. Though both the WB and FS models evaluate fatigue life for various ductile materials with an acceptable prediction ability, it
is inconvenient to determine the value of S or k by fitting axial and torsion data, particularly under limited testing data conditions. In
addition, its additional material constants calculated by different ways usually lead to different life predictions.

iii) SWT and MSWT models

Smith, Watson and Topper [28] considered the effect of both the principal strain range and the maximum stress, then introduced
an alternate damage model, namely the SWT model.
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where Δε1 is the principal strain range. The critical plane of SWT model corresponds to the principal strain. The stress term makes it
suitable to describe the mean stress during multiaxial load paths and non-proportional hardening effects. However, note that the SWT
model only considers the normal strain energy in fatigue life prediction, but ignores the effect of the shear components. Thus, the
SWT criterion is usually used for materials under uniaxial loading situations in which fatigue fracture primarily on account of the
Mode I tensile cracking [28].

Recently, several energy-based damage parameters have been developed based on the SWT model, such as Chu [20], Glinka et al.
[29], etc. Particularly, for applying to the general cracking mode, Jiang and Sehitoglu [30] extended the SWT criterion by increasing
a shear strain energy term, and presented the modified SWT (MSWT) damage parameter as:

∆ 〈 〉 + − ∆ ∆ =a σ a τ γ f N2 ε 1
2

( )max f (6)

where Δτ and Δγ are the shear stress/strain range on the critical plane, respectively. The symbol 〈〉 is the MacCauley bracket, defined
as 〈x〉=0.5(x+ |x|), which ensures the positive fatigue damage. a is an additional material constant ranging from zero to one. The
critical plane of MSWT model is defined as the maximum damage parameter plane.

Note from [31] that the MSWT model can predict different cracking behavior with different value of a in Eq. (6). When
0≤ a≤ 0.37, shear crack behavior is predicted, and a≥ 0.5 for tensile crack behavior, and 0.37 < a < 0.5 for mixed cracking
behavior.

Then, Ma et al. [32] estimated the fatigue life based on the uniaxial fatigue data by
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It's worth noting that when a=1, the MSWT criterion reduces to the original SWT criterion.

3. Proposed critical plane-energy damage parameter

In general, stress-based parameters are mainly applied for HCF life prediction, and contrariwise, strain-based parameters for low-
cycle fatigue (LCF) life prediction [33–42]. Therefore, energy-based damage parameters are becoming more popular in recent re-
searches due to its good ability for both HCF and LCF life prediction.

For considering both stress and strain during loadings, Liu [19] put forward a concept of virtual strain energy (VSE) based on the
hysteresis loop energy and divided the VSE on a plane into elastic/plastic components. For the shear work, the virtual shear strain
energy (VSSE) can be calculated by.
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where ES represents the VSSE on the same plane. The superscript e and p denote the elastic/plastic work, respectively.
However, the VSSE is unable to correlate test data from both tension and torsion. For TC4 alloy, Fig. 1 depicts a correlation

between the maximum VSSE and the tested life under different loading conditions. Note that the maximum VSSE calculated by the
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Fig. 1. Maximum virtual shear strain energy Es vs. tested life Nft for TC4.
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tested life Nft under torsion and in-phase loadings are close to the curve, and smaller under other loading paths, which indicates that
under these loading conditions, the normal work also has shown a promoting effect on fatigue damage accumulation, and it becomes
more obvious with the increasing of test life Nft. Consequently, the undervalued fatigue damage parameter tends to overestimate
fatigue life of TC4 alloys since it ignores the influence of normal stress or strain on crack growth.

Note that the FS criterion considers the effect of normal work by adding a normal stress term and provides acceptable life
predictions for various materials. Since the maximum normal stress σn, max on the critical plane can not only take account of the
influence of mean stress, but also increases when materials show non-proportional hardening [12]. However, it ignores the effect of
shear stress on fatigue damage [20]. Thus, through replacing the shear strain term with virtual shear strain energy, a critical plane
fatigue parameter based on the FS criterion can be derived as.
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where ESmax is the maximum VSSE on the critical plane, σy is the material yield strength. Moreover, the critical plane of this analysis is
defined by the maximum virtual shear strain-energy plane which considers both stress and strain components.

Noticed from [43], the coefficient k can be estimated by k≈ σy/σf′ under limited data conditions, which simplifies the calculation
of the additional material constant k. Thus, Eq. (11) can be rewritten as
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Since the damage parameter in Eq. (12) is built on the shear work, it is reasonable to utilize the shear strain-life properties on the
critical plane, which can be given by [12].
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Through substituting Eqs. (13)–(15) into Eq. (12), a critical plane-energy model for multiaxial fatigue analyses can be derived as.
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Note from Eq. (16) that the proposed damage parameter mainly considers the shear work component and includes mean stress
correction to explain crack surface sliding and propagating [44–46]. It's worth mentioning that for shear failure mode, which is
fractured primarily by Mode II cracking, shear strain energy is the primary driving force of crack initiation and early growth by
overcoming sliding friction, and the normal stress assists the crack opening process [47,48]. In particular, fatigue fracture mechanism
of the proposed damage parameter is depicted in Fig. 2.

It's worth noting that no additional material constants are needed when applying Eq. (16) for multiaxial fatigue life prediction.

4. Experimental validation and discussion

4.1. Material properties

For evaluation and validation of the proposed energy-based damage parameter, experimental data of TC4 and GH4169 alloys are
utilized [49,50]. For these two alloys, the solid specimens were forged for monotonic/axial fatigue tests according to Chinese
standard GB/T 15248-2008, and the tubular specimens were manufactured for pure torsional and multiaxial fatigue tests according to
the ASTM E2207 standard. More details on the design and fabrication work of TC4 and GH4169 samples can be referred to [49,50].
Material properties of the two alloys are respectively summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

It is worth noting that all experiments were carried out under various strain-controlled load paths, including axial, torsional, in-
phase and 45°/90° out-of-phase loading conditions. Sine waveforms with testing frequency (0.1–1.0 Hz) were conducted for the case

Fig. 2. Crack mechanism of the proposed model.
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of symmetric/asymmetric loading conditions for TC4 testing. For GH4169 alloy, fatigue tests were controlled under fully reversed
sine wave in strain-controlled mode with frequency of 0.5–1.0 Hz.

4.2. Model comparison and discussions

During multiaxial fatigue analysis, Socie and Marquis [12] pointed out that valid models should include the parameters for cyclic
plasticity, state of stress, non-proportional loading and mean stress, which influence the damage mechanisms. In this section, four
other critical plane-based damage parameters are introduced for model comparison, including WB, FS, SWT, and MSWT damage
parameters.

For the two alloys, model comparisons were performed as shown in Figs. 3–5. Moreover, the model prediction error is defined and
calculated by [51–54]:

= −P log N log N( ) ( )error fp ft10 10 (17)

where Nfp and Nft are the predicted and tested life, respectively.
As shown in Figs. 3–4, the aforementioned models all provide reasonable fatigue life prediction results for TC4 and GH4169

during symmetric load paths, except the SWT model. That's because the SWT model only considers the growth of microcracks in
Mode I, which neglects the effect of shear work on damage mechanism. Thus, the SWT damage parameter will be extremely small
when materials fail primarily in Mode II cracking, which leads to the overestimation of life prediction under pure torsion and non-
proportional loadings. It is worth mentioning that the modified SWT model overcomes this issue by adding a shear strain-energy
term. Moreover, note from Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) that the WB model shows a good life prediction ability for TC4 alloy, but provides over-
conservative fatigue life predictions for GH4169 alloy. However, Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) present the performance of the FS model is
contrary to that of the WB model. As for the MSWT model, Fig. 3(d) shows its more accurate life prediction results for TC4 than the
SWT model. As shown in Fig. 4(d), it provides conservative life predictions of GH4169 just like the WB model, especially during in-
phase and 45°/90° out-of-phase loading paths. This stems from the fact that the effect of normal strain is overestimated on fatigue
damage for GH4169, which leads to conservative life prediction results. The proposed model overcomes shortcomings of the
abovementioned three models, while as presented in Figs. 3(e) and 4(e), the proposed damage parameter predicts fatigue lives almost
all within a life factor of 3 for both TC4 and GH4169 alloys, although the life prediction of GH4169 is slightly conservative comparing
with that of FS damage parameter.

Furthermore, whether or not to consider the mean stress effect is also an important factor to validate the damage parameter for
life prediction. Fig. 5 shows the result of comparing multiaxial fatigue life predictions among these five models for TC4 under
asymmetrical loading paths. Note that life predictions with the proposed damage parameter are all within or near the life scatter band
of± 3, with only exception of two data points, as well as the MSWT model. For the WB model, it also provides acceptable life
predictions on the whole, but has two extremely overpredicted data points under 90° out-of-phase loading.

As shown in Fig. 5(b), note that the MSWT and proposed model yield better predictions than others as noticed by the lower mean/
scatter of Perror. Since both the MSWT and proposed damage parameters include a shear strain energy component to account for the
shear mean stress effect on fatigue damage, while the normal strain energy component Δε〈σmax〉 in the MSWT parameter and σn, max

in the proposed damage parameter make them suitable for describing normal mean stress and non-proportional hardening effects.
However, the three other damage parameters cannot deal with the effect of shear mean stress under multiaxial loadings. In addition,
with no additional material coefficients, the proposed damage parameter is more convenient for practice application than the WB, FS
and MSWT parameters, especially for multiaxial fatigue analysis under shear failure mode.

5. Conclusion

This paper defined a critical plane with the maximum VSSE and put forward a new damage parameter for multiaxial fatigue
analysis considering the shear and normal mean stress on the critical plane. The main conclusions are summarized as below:

Table 1
Fatigue properties of TC4 alloy.

Monotonic E(GPa) 108.4 G(GPa) 43.2 σy(MPa) 942.5 ve 0.25 K(MPa) 1054 n 0.0195

Uniaxial σf′(MPa) 942.5 b −0.049 εf
′ 0.579 c −0.679 K′(MPa) 1031 n′ 0.0478

Torsional τf
′(MPa) 716.9 b0 −0.06 γf′ 2.24 c0 −0.8 K0

′(MPa)4 46.7 n0′ 0.016

Table 2
Fatigue properties of GH4169 alloy.

Monotonic E(GPa) 198.5 G(GPa) 67 σy(MPa) 1083.1 ve 0.48 K(MPa) 1579.7 n 0.06

Uniaxial σf′(MPa) 1815.5 b −0.06 εf
′ 0.45 c −0.63 K′(MPa) 1892.3 n′ 0.078

Torsional τf
′(MPa) 1091.6 b0 −0.07 γf′ 4.46 c0 −0.77 K0

′(MPa) 1047.1 n0′ 0.099
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(1) A new and simple multiaxial fatigue model without requirement of additional material constants is proposed by combining
critical plane and strain energy concepts.

(2) For TC4 and GH4169 alloys under different loading paths, the SWT model provides accurate life prediction results under uniaxial
loadings, but poor performance under multiaxial loadings. However, the MSWT model overcomes this issue and performs really
better for multiaxial fatigue life prediction of TC4 alloy.

(3) The proposed model gives better correlations with experimental results of TC4 and GH4169 alloys, which indicated that in-
cluding both shear strain and shear stress in the main control parameter yields more accurate life prediction.

Nomenclature

γa Maximum shear strain amplitude on the critical plane
Δτmax Maximum shear strain rang on the critical plane
σn, max Maximum normal stress on the critical plane
tA, B Fatigue strength for Case A or Case B cracking
σuts Ultimate tensile strength
Δεn Normal strain range on the critical plane
S Wang-Brown parameter
σn, mean Normal mean stress on the critical plane
σy Cyclic yield stress
k Fatemi-Socie parameter

Fig. 3. Life prediction results for TC4 by models of (a) WB, (b) FS, (c) SWT, (d) MSWT and (e) the proposed model under symmetric loadings and (f)
model prediction errors.
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Δε1 Principal strain range
τf
′ Shear fatigue strength coefficient

γf′ Shear fatigue ductility coefficient
Nf Number of cycles to failure
a Modified SWT parameter
G Shear modulus

Fig. 4. Life prediction results for GH4169 by models of (a) WB, (b) FS, (c) SWT, (d) MSWT and (e) the proposed model under symmetric loadings
and (f) model prediction errors.

Fig. 5. (a) Model predictions and (b) box plot of Perror for TC4 under asymmetric loadings
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b0 Shear fatigue strength exponent
c0 Shear fatigue ductility exponent
ve Elastic Poisson's ratio
vp Plastic Poisson's ratio
σf′ Fatigue strength coefficient
εf
′ Fatigue ductility coefficient

E Young modulus
b Fatigue strength exponent
c Fatigue ductility exponent
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